Abstract. Very recently,Špakula and Tikuisis provide a new characterisation of (uniform) Roe algebras via quasi-locality when the underlying metric spaces have straight finite decomposition complexity. In this paper, we improve their method to deal with the L p -version of (uniform) Roe algebras for any p ∈ [1, ∞). Due to the lack of reflexivity on L 1 -spaces, some extra work is required for the case of p = 1.
Introduction
(Uniform) Roe algebras are C * -algebras associated to metric spaces, which reflect coarse properties of the underlying metric spaces. These algebras have been well-studied and have fruitful applications, among which the most important ones would be the (uniform) coarse Baum-Connes conjecture and the Novikov conjecture (e.g., [31, 32, 38, 39, 40, 41] ). Meanwhile, they also provide a link between coarse geometry of metric spaces and the theory of C * -algebras (e.g., [1, 11, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 28, 29, 31, 35, 37] ), and turn out to be useful in the study of topological phases of matter (e.g., [17, 10] ) as well as the theory of limit operators in the study of Fredholmness of band-dominated operators (e.g., [14, 21, 30, 34] ).
By definition, the (uniform) Roe algebra of a proper metric space X is the norm closure of all bounded locally compact operators T with finite propagation in the sense that there exists R > 0 such that for any f, g ∈ C b (X) acting on L 2 (X) by pointwise multiplication, we have f Tg = 0 provided their supports are Rseparated. Since general elements in (uniform) Roe algebras may not have finite propagation, it is usually difficult to tell what operators exactly belong to them. On the other hand, Roe [26] defined an asymptotic version of finite propagation as follows: An operator T on L 2 (X) has finite ε-propagation for ε > 0, if there is R > 0 such that for any f, g ∈ C b (X), we have f Tg ≤ ε f · g provided their supports are R-separated. Operators with finite ε-propagation for all ε > 0 are called quasi-local in [25] . It is clear that limits of finite ε-propagation operators still Based on the original definitions, various versions of Roe algebras are proposed and studied by different purposes. In fact, in recent years there has been an uptick in interest in the L p -version of (uniform) Roe algebras for p ∈ [1, ∞), from the communities of both limit operator theory and coarse geometry (e.g. [30, 21, 34, 14, 3, 42] ). And it is natural and important to study the same question in this context, i.e., does every locally compact and quasi-local operator belong to the L p -version of (uniform) Roe algebras for p ∈ [1, ∞)?
In this paper, we improve the method ofŠpakula and Tikuisis [33] in order to generalise their result from the case of p = 2 to any p ∈ [1, ∞). Our main result is Theorem 3.3, which answers the L p -version of the question above when the metric spaces have straight finite decomposition complexity. To be a little bit more explicit on the context we are working in, we recall thatŠpakula and Tikuisis indeed studied a more general notion of Roe-like algebras associated to proper metric spaces (see [33, Definition 2.3] ). Similarly, we extend their definition to the so-called L p -Roe-like algebras in this paper. We would like to point out that our definition of L p -Roe-like algebras are more general thanŠpakula and Tikuisis' definition even for p = 2, as we drop a commutant condition in [33, Definition 2.3] , 1 Notice that in the uniform case, all operators are locally compact since the Hilbert space taken in this case is just the complex number C.
which is used in the proof of their main theorem. However, we observe that this condition is redundant for the proof of the main theorem if we replace it with Lemma 3.5 below. The reason we drop this condition is inspired by the fact that it is not fulfilled for general L 1 -Roe-like algebras, and an obvious advantage of doing this is to allow more examples especially in the case of p = 1 (see Remark 2.9 and Example 2.12 for more details).
The proof of our main theorem is closely modelled on their original one in [33] at least for p ∈ (1, ∞), except that the L p -Roe-like algebras need not possess a bounded involution and von Neumann algebra techniques are invalid. Instead, we have to deal with asymmetric situation as in the proof of the implication "(iii) ⇒ (i)" in Theorem 3.3 and provide a direct and concrete proof of Lemma 4.5.
The case of p = 1 is more complicated and in this case Proposition 4.1 is established, which is the most technical part of the paper and is also a generalisation of [33, Corollary 4.3] . The difficulty comes from the lack of reflexivity on L 1 -spaces, and the trick of the proof is to consider an artificial space L 0 (X), which lies between C 0 (X) and L ∞ (X). It is worth pointing out that Proposition 4.1 is based on a crucial intermediate result established in a more general setup of Banach spaces, and we hope that there might be some other applications in the future. 2 The paper is organised as follows: we establish the settings of the paper by recalling some background in Banach algebra theory and coarse geometry in Section 2, where various examples of L p -Roe-like algebras are also provided. In Section 3, we state the main theorem and prove the relatively easier part, where the assumption of straight finite decomposition complexity is not required. In Section 4, we prove the technical tool, Proposition 4.1, and finish the remaining proof of the main theorem.
Conventions: Let X be a Banach space. We denote the closed unit ball of X by X 1 . For any a, b ∈ X and ε > 0, we denote a − b ≤ ε by a ≈ ε b. We also denote the bounded linear operators on X by B(X), and the compact operators on X by K(X). Moreover, for a Banach algebra A we define
which is a Banach algebra with respect to the quotient norm.
Throughout the paper, we fix a proper metric space (X, d) (i.e., every bounded subset is pre-compact). Note that such a space is always locally compact and σ-compact. We also fix a Radon measure µ on (X, d) with full support. 2 After we finish this paper,Špakula and the third-named author informed us that the main theorem of this paper remains true if we only require Property A rather than straight finite decomposition complexity. Their arguments include an essential application of Proposition 4.1.
Preliminaries
In this section, we provide the background settings of this paper by collecting several basic notions from Banach algebra theory and coarse geometry. Throughout the section, let E be a (complex) Banach space and (X, d, µ) be a proper metric space with a Radon measure µ on X of full support. ξ : (X, µ) → E, its p-norm is defined by
and its infinity-norm is defined by We also need the following closed linear subspace of L ∞ (X, µ; E):
equipped with the norm ξ 0 := ξ ∞ . Clearly, L 0 (X, µ; E) contains C 0 (X) but is more flexible, as it also contains all characteristic functions of bounded subsets of the proper metric space (X, d). On the other hand, L 0 (X, µ; E) inherits some nice behaviours of C 0 (X), for example the norm of any element in L 0 (X, µ; E) goes to zero when the variable goes to infinity.
In order to simplify notations, we regard ξ as an element in L p (X, µ; E) and write L p (X; E) instead if there is no ambiguity. If X is discrete and equipped with the counting measure, we simply write ℓ p (X; E).
If p ∈ (1, ∞), let q be the conjugate exponent to p (i.e., = 1) and if p = 1, we set q = 0 instead of q = ∞. It is worth noticing that the duality L p (X; E) * L q (X; E * ) does not hold in general (see e.g. [2, 5, 6] ), but we still have the following lemma. Lemma 2.2. When p ∈ (1, ∞), set q to be its conjugate exponent and when p = 1, set
It follows from Pettis measurability theorem that Bochner measurability agrees with weak measurability when the Banach space E is separable.
where ξ ∈ L p (X; E) and ζ ∈ L q (X; E * ).
Proof. We only prove the second statement, which is similar to the first one. It suffices to show that for any ξ ∈ L p (X; E), we have
It is clear that the right hand side does not exceed the left. Conversely we may assume, by the inner regularity of µ, that ξ is non-zero and ξ = n i=1 y i χ Ω i for some y i ∈ E and mutually disjoint compact subsets
It is straightforward to check that ζ ∈ L q (X; E * ) with ζ q = 1 and ξ(ζ) = ξ p (note that when p = 1, we set q = 0). Hence, we finish the proof. 
. Moreover, the following properties hold:
• Under the identification above, the linear spans of all ξ ⊗ η are dense in
• The tensor product is commutative and associative.
•
such that under the identification above, c(ξ
. We will denote this operator by a ⊗ b. Moreover, ||a ⊗ b|| = ||a|| · ||b||.
• The tensor product is associative, bilinear, and satisfies (a 1 
Without ambiguity, we write f T and T f instead of ρ( f )T and Tρ( f ), for f ∈ C b (X) and T ∈ B(L p (X; E)), respectively. It is worth noticing that µ has full support if and only if ρ is injective. We also recall that a net {T α } converges in strong operator topology (SOT) 
Definition 2.3. Given an equicontinuous family (e j ) j∈J of positive contractions in C b (X) with pairwise disjoint supports, define the block cutdown map θ (e j ) j∈J : Proof. First of all, we prove in the case of p ∈ (1, ∞) and let q be the conjugate exponent to p. Let Y j := supp(e j ) and
Hence, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that
is a Cauchy net. Hence, j∈J f j ae j converges in (SOT) and j∈J f j ae j ≤ sup j∈J f j ae j . On the other hand, it is clear that j∈J f j ae j ≥ sup j∈J f j ae j . Hence we finish the proof for p > 1. Since the proof for the case of p = 1 is more direct, we leave the details to the reader.
Remark 2.5. Note that the multiplication by C b (X) commutes with the block cutdowns, i.e., for any a ∈ B(L p (X; E)) and f ∈ C b (X), we have
Definition 2.6. Suppose X is a metric family of subsets in X (recall that a metric family is a set of metric spaces), and a ∈ B(L p (X; E)). We say that a is block diagonal with respect to X, if there exist an equicontinuous family (e j ) j∈J of positive contractions in C b (X) with pairwise disjoint supports and {Y j } j∈J ⊆ X, such that
and supp(e j ) ⊆ Y j . In this case, we shall denote a Y j := e j ae j , which is called the Y j -block of a.
L
p -Roe-like algebras. Now we introduce L p -Roe-like algebras, which are our main objects in this paper.
We say that
• a is quasi-local, if it has finite ε-propagation for every ε > 0. 
Remark 2.9. The definition of L 2 -Roe-like algebras come from [33, Definition 2.3] , in which the following extra condition is also imposed:
This condition is used in the proof of their main theorem, [33, Theorem 2.8, "(i) ⇒ (iii)"]. However, it turns out to be redundant if we apply our Lemma 3.5 below.
On the other hand, this condition is fulfilled by most of the well-known L p -Roelike algebras for p ∈ (1, ∞) (as we will see in the following examples), but not for p = 1 (see the explanation in Example 2.12). This is exactly our starting point to explore whether condition (2.1) is necessary, and it turns out that we may omit it in Definition 2.8 without affecting the main theorem. In this way, our main result (Theorem 3.3) is a slight generalisation of [33, Theorem 2.8].
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Lemma 2.10. For any p ∈ [1, +∞), K(X, B) is a closed two-sided ideal in Roe(X, B).
Proof. It suffices to show that for any b = f 1 b 1 g 1 ∈ C c (X)BC c (X) and a ∈ B with finite propagation at most R, ba ∈ K(X, B). Take a function g 2 ∈ C c (X) such that g 2 is 1 on the compact subset N R (supp(g 1 )) . It follows that g 1 a(1 − g 2 ) = 0, which implies that g 1 a = g 1 ag 2 . Hence, we have
Recall that C b (X)BC b (X) = B, so we have b 1 g 1 ∈ B and a ∈ B, which implies that ba ∈ C c (X)BC c (X). Similarly, ab ∈ C c (X)BC c (X) as well. So we finish the proof.
Before we illustrate several examples of L p -Roe-like algebras, let us recall the following notion related to matrix algebras. Definition 2.11. Let (X, d) be a discrete proper metric space and p ∈ [1, +∞).
, which is the matrix algebra over the closed ball of radius n and centered in x 0 . In other words, operators in M p X are exactly those can be approximated by finite matrices.
Phillips studied the relation between M p X and compact operators K(ℓ p (X)) in [24] . He showed that when
; and • p > 1: As pointed out above, M p X = K(ℓ p (X)) and the condition (2.1) holds.
• p = 1: The algebra K(X, B) is in general properly contained in K(ℓ 1 (X)) (see Example 1.10 in [24] ). For example, taking X to the natural number N, consider the operator T :
where ξ ∈ ℓ 1 (N) and δ 0 ∈ ℓ 1 (N) is the function taking value 1 at the original point 0, and 0 elsewhere. Since T has rank 1, it belongs to K(ℓ 1 (N)). However, it is not hard to see that
Example 2.13 (Band-Dominated Operator Algebra). Let (X, d) be a uniformly discrete metric space of bounded geometry (in the sense that for a given R > 0, all closed balls B(x, R) have a uniform bound on cardinalities for all x ∈ X), p ∈ (1, +∞) and E be a Banach space. Take B = B(ℓ p (X; E)), which is clearly closed under block cutdowns and satisfies C b (X)BC b (X) = B. Elements in B can be represented in the matrix form
In this case, Roe(X, B) = A p E (X), which is the algebra of band-dominated operators (see [34, Definition 2.6 
]) and it is clear that
Example 2.14 (L p -Roe Algebra). Let (X, d) be a proper metric space equipped with a Radon measure µ with support X, and p ∈ [1, +∞). We say that an operator
Now take E = ℓ p (N) and B to be the set of all locally compact operators in B(L p (X; ℓ p (N))), which is clearly closed under block cutdowns and satisfies N) ). However, it does not hold in general when p = 1.
When X is discrete, the L p -Roe algebra B p (X) coincides with the ℓ p -Roe algebra defined in [3] and in the case of p = 2, the L 2 -Roe algebra is the classical Roe algebra in the literature. Remark 2.15. As explained in [3] , there is another version of locally compactness: we say that an operator b in B(L p (X; ℓ p (N))) is locally compact if for any f ∈ C 0 (X), 
Example 2.16 (ℓ p -Uniform Algebra). Let (X, d) be a discrete metric space with bounded geometry and p ∈ [1, +∞). Set E = ℓ p (N), and B to be the closure of the set of all b = (b x,y ) x,y∈X ∈ B(ℓ p (X; ℓ p (N))) for which the rank of b x,y ∈ B(ℓ p (N)) is uniformly bounded. Clearly, B is closed under block cutdowns, and satisfies C b (X)BC b (X) = B. In this case, Roe(X, B) = UB p (X), the ℓ p -uniform algebra of X, introduced in [3] . When p > 1, we have that K(X, B) = K(l p (X × N)). But it does not hold in general when p = 1. Remark 2.18. As explained in [3] , there is another version of the stable ℓ p -uniform Roe algebra of X, defined to be the norm closure of finite propagation operators 
It is worth noticing that UB 1 (X) is not contained in the weak version of the L 1 -Roe algebra defined in Remark 2.15. Indeed, Example 2.12 provides a rank one operator T ∈ B(ℓ 1 (N)) which does not sit in M 1 N . Define the diagonal operator b ∈ B(ℓ 1 (X; ℓ 1 (N))) by b x,x := T for x ∈ X, and b x,y = 0 for x y. Clearly, b is such an example as desired.
2.4. Straight finite decomposition complexity. In this subsection, we explain the notion of straight finite decomposition complexity, which will be used in the sequel.
Straight finite decomposition complexity (sFDC) was introduced in [7] as a weak version of the original notion of finite decomposition complexity (FDC), which was introduced and studied by Guentner, Tessera and Yu in their study of topological rigidity in [12] . In general, finite asymptotic dimension implies finite decomposition complexity [13, Theorem 4.1], which consequently implies straight finite decomposition complexity [7, Proposition 2.3] . Moreover, It was also shown in [7, Theorem 3.4 ] that straight finite decomposition complexity does imply Yu's Property A. However, it is still unknown whether (FDC), (sFDC) and Yu's Property A are all equivalent or not.
Definition 2.20. Let (X, d) be a proper metric space and Z, Z
′ ⊆ X. Let X, Y be metric families of subsets in X, and R ≥ 0.
• X is uniformly bounded, if sup X∈X diam(X) < ∞.
• Denote the R-neighbourhood of Z by N R (Z) :
for their union to indicate that the family is R-disjoint.
• Z can R-decompose over Y, if Z can be decomposed into Z = X 0 ∪ X 1 and
• X has straight finite decomposition complexity, if for any sequence 0 ≤ R 1 < R 2 < · · · , there exists m ∈ N and metric families {X} = X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X m , such that X i−1 R i − → X i for i = 1, . . . , m, and the family X m is uniformly bounded.
The main theorem
In this section, we present our main result (Theorem 3.3), which gives several different pictures of how elements in L p -Roe-like algebras may look like. We also prove the relatively easier part where straight finite decomposition complexity is not required, while leaving the rest of the proof to the next section after more technical tools are developed.
To state our main theorem, we need to introduce some notions as follows. It is known from [33] that VL(X) is a C * -subalgebra of ℓ ∞ (N, C b (X)) and VL ∞ (X) is a C * -subalgebra of (C b (X)) ∞ . In the following, we will view both VL ∞ (X) and B ⊆ B(L p (X; E)) as Banach subalgebras of B(L p (X; E)) ∞ , and consider the relative commutant:
It is clear that any operator in B(L p (X; E)) with finite propagation commutes with VL ∞ (X). Hence, by taking limits it follows that
The converse inclusion is also true provided the space X has straight finite decomposition complexity and this is included in our main theorem as follows:
Theorem 3.3. Let (X, d) be a proper metric space equipped with a Radon measure µ whose support is X, and p ∈ [1, +∞). Suppose E is a Banach space and B ⊆ B(L p (X; E)) is a Banach subalgebra such that C b (X)BC b (X) = B and B is closed under block cutdowns.
Then for b ∈ B, the following are equivalent:
ii). b is quasi-local; (iii). [b, g] ∈ K(X, B) for any g ∈ C h (X).

If X has straight finite decomposition complexity, then these are also equivalent to: (iv). b ∈ Roe(X, B).
Recall that we have already explained in Remark 2.9 that Theorem 3.3 is a slight generalisation of [33, Theorem 2.8] as condition (2.1) is not required here. Also notice that (3.1) implies that "(iv) ⇒ (i)" holds generally and the converse implication is also true under the extra condition of straight finite decomposition complexity.
In the remaining of this section, we prove that (i), (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 3.3 are all equivalent, and leave the implication "(i) ⇒ (iv)" to the next section, after we develop some technical tools such as Proposition 4.1.
"(i) ⇔ (ii)".
We start with the proof of Theorem 3.3, "(i) ⇔ (ii)". The implication "(i) ⇒ (ii)" follows exactly from the same arguments in [33] , while the proof of "(ii) ⇒ (i)" is slightly different from that one given in [33] due to the absence of inner products. Fortunately, since both proofs are relativity short, we include the details for the convenience of the reader.
Let us begin with the following characterisation of the condition (i) in Theorem 3.3, which is proved in [33] when p = 2 and actually holds for general p. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3, "(i)⇔ (ii)". Assume b ∈ B(L
Hence, b is quasi-local as desired.
On the other hand, we assume that for any ε > 0, b has finite ε-propagation. Without loss of generality, we may assume that b is a contraction. Given ε > 0, pick N such that 6/N < ε/2. By the hypothesis, b has ε/(2N 2 )-propagation at most
In fact, take
, and
These sets partition X, and A i is 2R-disjoint from A j for |i − j| > 1. Now choose a partition of unity e 1 , . . . , e N ∈ C b (X) such that e i is supported in N R/2 (A i ). Thus, e i be j < ε/(2N 2 ). Meanwhile, we have
Hence, it follows that
Each term in the first sum is dominated by ε 2N 2 , hence |i−j|>1 e i be j < ε/2. The second sum can be broken into four sums: note that the terms vanish when i = j; what remain are j = i + 1 and j = i − 1, and we break each of these further into even and odd parts. By Lemma 2.4, each of these terms has norm at most 1 N . Hence, we have that
So we complete the proof by Lemma 3.4.
KANG LI 1 , ZHIJIE WANG 2 , AND JIAWEN ZHANG 3 3.2. "(i) ⇔ (iii)". Now we move on to Theorem 3.3, "(i) ⇔ (iii)". Here our major work is focused on omitting condition (2.1), as well as providing a "nonsymmetric" version of the argument given in [33] for p = 2. However, the main body of the proof is still very similar to that of the original p = 2 case [33] , so we just outline the proof and highlight the differences we make here.
First of all, we recall that the proof of "(i) ⇒ (iii)" given in [33] requires condition (2.1):
After a careful reading of the proof, we realise that it is unnecessary to assume the entire B essentially commuting with C 0 (X) but only a closed subalgebra of B as shown in the following lemma:
Fix a base point x 0 ∈ X. For each k ∈ N, we may choose a (k
Moreover, we have that
Replacing condition (2.1) by Lemma 3.5 in the original proof for p = 2 [33] , we obtain a proof of Theorem 3.3 "(i) ⇒ (iii)" without any further changes. Hence we omit the details. Now we outline the proof for the other direction, "(iii) ⇒ (i)". Since L p -Roe-like algebras may not possess a bounded involution in general, the proof becomes slightly different as explained below.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.3, "(iii) ⇒ (i)"
. Fix a point x 0 ∈ X and we set B R := B R (x 0 ) for R > 0. Let b ∈ B 1 such that [b, g] ∈ K(X, B) for any g ∈ C h (X). We assume that there exists some
There are only two cases:
Case I. There exists R 0 > 0 such that for all S > 0, there exist infinitely many k ∈ N for which
In other words, there exists R 0 > 0 with the following property:
1) either there exists a sequence S 1 < S 2 < . . . tending to ∞ such that for any n ∈ N, there exist infinitely many
; 2) or there exists a sequence S 1 < S 2 < . . . tending to ∞ such that for any n ∈ N, there exist infinitely many k ∈ N such that (
Case II. For every R > 0, there exists S > 0 such that, for all but finitely many k ∈ N, we have
The rest of the proof is almost identical to the original one for p = 2 given in [33] , hence omitted to avoid too much word repetition.
Proof of "(i) ⇔ (iv)"
In this section, we will prove the remaining case of "(i) ⇔ (iv)" in Theorem 3.3. Recall that as explained in Section 3, "(iv) ⇒ (i)" holds in general. So we will only focus on the opposite implication "(i) ⇒ (iv)".
A key ingredient to prove "(i) ⇒ (iv)" is to approximate a bounded operator via its block cutdowns as indicated in [33, Corollary 4.3] for the case of p = 2. In fact, the identical proof of [33, Corollary 4.3] works for any p ∈ (1, ∞) but not for p = 1 due to the lack of reflexivity on L 1 -spaces. Hence we need to search for a substitution of [33, Corollary 4.3] , and we figure out the following crucial result, which might be of independent interest to experts in Banach space theory. The proof of the above proposition is technical and relatively long, so we decide to postpone it to Section 4.1 for the convenience of the reader, and first show how to use the proposition to prove "(i) ⇒ (iv)". Let us start with the following lemma, which is a consequence of It may be worth reminding the reader that for any L, ε > 0, we denote
The next lemma follows from the previous one by an induction argument (see the proof of [33, Lemma 4.6] for more details). 
and B is closed under block cutdowns, and if a is in B, then each a ii ′ is in B as well.
Proof of Theorem 3.3, "(i)⇒ (iv)".
Although the proof is exactly the same as the one given in [33] , we decide to include it here for the completeness and show the reader how straight finite decomposition complexity is used in the proof.
Take b ∈ B such that it commutes with all f ∈ VL ∞ (X). Given ε > 0, we aim to construct a finite propagation operator in B, which is ε-close to b. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that for every
. Since X has straight finite decomposition complexity, there exist metric families X 0 = {X}, X 1 , . . . , X m such that X n−1 R n − −→ X n for n ∈ {1, . . . , m} and X m is uniformly bounded. An elementary observation shows that The main difficulty is the lack of reflexivity of the L p -Bochner space L p (X; E) for general p and general Banach space E (see e.g. [2, 5, 6] ), which impedes us from applying the original proof in [33] directly. Instead, we establish some substituting results in functional analysis and state them in the context of general Banach spaces, which conceivably would be of independent interests.
In the rest of this subsection, suppose X is a Banach space andX is a closed subspace of the dual space X * , which separates points in X (i.e., for any nonzero ξ ∈ X, there exists some η ∈X such that η(ξ) 0). The inclusion i :X ֒→ X * induces a surjective adjoint map i * : X * * →X * . Composing it with the canonical map from X into its double dual X * * , we obtain the following map
It is clear that τ is injective, asX separates points in X.
For any θ ∈X * and η ∈X, we use the notation θ, η for θ(η). Consider the Banach space B(X,X * ) of all bounded operators from X toX * , equipped with the weak* operator topology (W*OT) 4 defined as follows: a net {T α } converges to T in B(X,X * ) if and only if for any ξ ∈ X and any η ∈X, we have
The strong* topology with respect toX on B(X) is defined as follows: a net {T α } converges to T in B(X) if and only if for any ξ ∈ X and any η ∈X, we have
We say thatX is a * -invariant for a ∈ B(X) if a * (X) ⊆X. In this case, the restriction a * |X belongs to B(X). Hence, its adjoint (a * |X) * belongs to B(X * ) as well. In order to simplify notations, we write a ( * * ) instead of (a * |X) * . Clearly, for any ζ ∈X * and η ∈X we have:
Moreover, it is easy to check that ifX is a * -invariant for some a ∈ B(X), then
In other words, the following diagram commutes:
We say thatX is A * -invariant for a subset A ⊆ B(X) ifX is a * -invariant for all a ∈ A. If G is a subgroup of invertible isometries in B(X) andX is G * -invariant, 4 In [33] Špakula and Tikuisis considered the weak operator topology (WOT) instead. However, (WOT) and (W*OT) agree when X * X and takingX := X * . 
We 
Then there exists a unique idempotent linear contraction E G : B(X,X * ) → G ′ with the following properties:
In this case, for any a ∈ B(X,X * ), we have that
Proof. Since G is compact with respective to the strong* topology, we consider the normalised Haar measure µ G on G. Fix a ∈ B(X,X * ), the map (G, strong* topology) → (B(X,X * ), W * OT) defined by u → u −( * * ) au is clearly continuous. For each ξ ∈ X and each a ∈ B(X,X * ), we may consider the following functional onX:
whose norm is bounded by a · ξ . Therefore, we obtain a linear contraction E G : B(X,X * ) → B(X,X * ) given by E G (a)(ξ) = φ ξ,a , where ξ ∈ X and a ∈ B(X,X * ).
It remains to check that E G satisfies the required properties. First of all, we show that E G has image in G ′ . More precisely, E G (a)v = v ( * * ) E G (a) for any a ∈ B(X,X * ) and any v ∈ G. Given ξ ∈ X and η ∈X, it follows from the right-invariance of the Haar measure µ G that
Given a ∈ B(X,X * ), ξ ∈ X and η ∈X, we have
Hence, (4.5) holds. In particular, E G (a) = a for any a ∈ G ′ , which implies that E G : B(X,X * ) → G ′ is an idempotent. In order to prove the (W*OT)-continuity of the restriction of E G to the unit ball of B(X,X * ), we have to approximate the integration by finite Riemann sums uniformly in the weak* operator topology: Indeed, fix ξ ∈ X, η ∈X and u ∈ G and for any ε > 0, there exists an open neighbourhood V u of u in the strong* topology such that for all v ∈ V u and all a ∈ B(X,X * ) 1 , we have | v −( * * ) avξ, η − u −( * * ) auξ, η | < ε.
Since {V u : u ∈ G} forms an open cover of G and G is compact in the strong* topology, there exists a finite subcover {V u 1 , . . . , V u n } of G. Let W 1 = V u 1 and we put W k = V u k \ k−1 i=1 W i for 1 < k ≤ n. Without loss of generality, we may assume that {W k } n k=1
forms a non-empty Borel partition of G. Take an arbitrary point w k in each W k for k = 1, . . . , n. Then for any a ∈ B(X,X * ) 1 and u ∈ W k , we have that 
for all a ∈ B(X,X * ) 1 . Thus, E G = E and we complete the proof. Now let us return to the setting of Proposition 4.1. Let (X, d) be a proper metric space equipped with a Radon measure µ whose support is X. Let q be the conjugate exponent to p when p ∈ (1, +∞), and q = 0 when p = 1. Suppose E is a Banach space and (e j ) j∈J is an equicontinuous family of positive contractions in C b (X) with uniformly disjoint supports.
In order to apply Lemma 4.4, we put X = L p (X; E) andX = L q (X; E * ). Clearly,X is a closed subspace of the dual space X * , and separates points in X by Lemma 2.2.
For each j ∈ J, set A j = supp(e j ) and B = X \ j∈J A j . We consider p j and q c in B(L p (X; E)) given by p j (ξ) = χ A j ξ and q c (ξ) = χ B ξ for ξ ∈ L p (X; E). We define that It is worth noting that C 0 (X, E * ) is not L ∞ (X) * -invariant and this is the reason why we use L 0 (X; E * ) instead of C 0 (X, E * ) when p = 1. 6 However, it is false for L ∞ (X; E * ) and this is the reason why we use L 0 (X; E * ) instead of L ∞ (X; E * ) when p = 1.
